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INTRODUCTION 
How to maintain fe,Sture lands at maximum production or how to 
restore them to this condition once they have deteriorated are major 
problems that confront all range men in the Great Plains. 
According to the report of the United States Department of 
.Agriculture (Yearbook, 1940), a little more than half of the total 
land area of the United States (l.,902 million acres) is classified 
as grazing land and., therefore, it should be :p3rmanently reserved for 
grazing rurposes. The report "Future of the Great Plains" by the 
Great Plains Committee (1937) states that of the 282,205,986 acres 
in the Great Flains affected by the drought, 174.,936,799 acres were 
fe,sture land. Much of the sub"1narginal crop land in the Great 
Plains was retired from cultivation late in the drought and subse-
quently was reseeded to native prairie grasses or al lovffld to develop 
through the natural processes of succession from the subsere stage. 
The great drought of 1933 to 1939 was responsible for reducing 
the cover of vegetation over most of the prairies of the Great -:Plains, 
leaving much of the soil exposed to erosion by wind and water. 'When 
overgrazing was added to the effects of the drought, the reduction 
of cover was much more severe -than when drought alone occurred (Weaver 
and Albertson, 1944). The open areas between the scattered plants 
/ of the remaining climax species were soon covered by a dense popula-
tion of weedy annual grasses and farbs, representing the first weed 
stage in the role of plant succession (Sampson, 1923; C laments, 1928; 
Weaver and Albertson, 1944). 
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The rapid influx of seedlings of weedy vegetation in com:?3-rison 
to that of the non-weedy species is due to several factors character-
istic of this group. The weedy species :i:roduce seed in great numbers, 
which germinate readily in the fall, or vintar, in some cases, or in 
the early spring, thus making it possible for the seedlings to PlSS 
the "critical period" during optimum moisture conditions 'Whan com-
petition from the more persistent non-weedy species is at a minimum. 
Special adaptations for seed dispersal in the weedy species are much 
more varied than in the climax types. Examples are little barley, 
ticklegrass, windmill grass, crabgrass, sand dropseed, sticktight, and 
pigweeds. 
The weedy species may not have been present prior to the break-
down of the prairie due to drought, or if present, they were in very 
limited numbers from seed that were present in the soil in a dormant 
condition. Blake (1935), in her study of prairie seeds, found that 
the seeds may lie dormant :for a considerable number of years and then 
germinate under favorable environmental conditions. It is evident 
that soil moisture and competition are influenoing factors affecting 
the establishment of the seedlings of most plants. 
It is the IUrpose of this study to determine vhat species of 
plants emerge from samples of surface soil taken from various habi-
tats after several years of favorable growing conditions. 
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REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES 
A quantitative analysis of the deterioration of the grass 
lands during the drought has been made in extensive publioations by 
Weaver and Albertson (1936) on the effect of the drought on the 
prairies of Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas., in vhich a discussion of the 
changes in the vegetative comp0sition and density occurs. Further 
studies made by the same authors (1943, 1944) give detailed surveys 
of the conditions during the drought, conditions at the close of the 
drought and the recovery of vegetation after some years of favorable 
growing seasons (Albertson and Weaver, 1942). 
In almost any area there are indicators, either a few species 
or a group of plants, that, when considered under a given condition, 
indicate various degrees of breakdown, succession, or soil and mois-
ture conditions (Sampson, 1923; Clements, 1928; Weaver and C laments., 
1929; Talbot, 1937; Stoddart and Smith, 1943; and Weaver and Alber t-
s on, 1944). 
The process of degeneration of native midwestern pastures is 
discussed by Weaver and Hansen (1941), Biswell and Weaver (1933). 
Robertson (1933) . found that during the breakdown of pastures small 
barren spices occur. First., small clumps of grasses may die out in 
the center, leaving only a peripiera l ring of live plants. 
Also, adverse climatic conditions may weaken the plants both above 
and below ground., and when heavy grazing is experienoed on 
already weakened plants., deterioration is muoh more rapid. Regardless 
of the cause of the breakdown., the barren areas invite invaders 
which, in a short time, furnish sufficient seed for an entirely new 
, population of weedy species. 
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In any study of seedlings the use of vegetative characters is 
required in their identification. Many publications on this subject 
have been :EUblished, an early one of vbioh appeared in 1863. Many of 
the Plblioations were consulted and reviewed in this study, but only 
a few were actually used as field references in making determinations 
of some species. 11Grasses in Kansas" by Gates (1937) presents a key, 
description and illustrations of many of the mature grasses of this 
area. A comprehensive and complete key with illustrations and des-
criptions of 26 Kansas grasses is presented by Copple and Aldous 
(1932). Another fUblioation by Gates (1941), "Weeds in Kansas", 
gives illustrations of various seedlings of weedy gras ses and £orbs. 
Various manuals were consulted for detailed descriptions and 
information on both grasses and forbs (Rydberg, 1932; Silveus, 1933; 
Hitchcock, 1935). 
Studies on variations in growth of different native prairie 
plants were made by several authors. A c anplete study was made of 
blue grama grass by Riegel (1941); of side oats grama grass by Hopkins 
(1941); of buffalo grass by Webb (1941) and Wenger (1943). Blake 
(1935), Branson (1941), and Brown (1943) fUblished on seed production 
of various plants of the mixed prairie during and after the drought. 
Seed dispersal -was elaborated on by Brown (1947) in relation to the 
ooaction of rabbits and rodents on seed dispersal 9£ some £orbs and 
grasses. 
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Hase (1941) made a study of the effect of ·weed competition and 
cli pping on the spread of seedlings. 
Savage (1937) made an extensive study of the drought survival 
of native grass species in the central and southern great plains in 
which all stages of breakdown of the prairies over large areas were 
found . 
Weave r and Mueller (1942) made an extensive study of the role of 
seedlings and the emergence of plants from soil samples taken during 
and at the close of the drought. 
EXPERIMENT.at PRCXJ EDURE 
Areas representing 22 different habitats of the mixed prairie 
associati on near Hays~ Kansas were selected for sampling of the sur-
face soil. 
Three samples, each of l square foot in area and .5 inch deep, 
were taken from different locations in each habitat giving a total 
of 3 squa.re feet sam pled for each habitat. 
Before taking the samples the debris and coarse rocks were re-
moved, the areas were measured and slices taken with the aid of a 
sharp spade. Each sample was labeled, placed in a sep:i.rate paper 
container and taken to the laboratory. The samples were stored in a 
cool, dry, protected portion of the greenhouse where they were dried 
to prevent germina.tion of the seeds in the soil. A portion of the 
greenhouse was selected for the study which would provide uniformly 
optimum conditions for germination. 
Flats were built to enclose 3 square feet in area and 3 inches 
deep, one flat for each habitat sampled. Sterile sand was placed 
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in the lower portions of each flat to a depth of' 2.5 inches, leveled 
and firmly packed to insure a good seedbed for the samples. Each 
sample was sifted through a 1/4 inch mesh screen to remove remnants 
of live crowns, large stems and coarse gravel. The finer remnants 
of dried plants were broken into fine pieces and incorporated in the 
soil to avoid possible loss of seeds • . The three samples of each 
habitat were thoroughly mixed and spread evenly in the flat and firm-
ly packed on top of the sterile sand. Daily work charts were pre-
i;:ared for each habitat leaving space for the species, date and total 
number of plants emerging. In the event that a plant could not be 
readily identified, it was given a number and allowed to grow until 
its identity could be established. 
On February 6, 1946, waterings were made by using a hand appli-
cator to insure thorough distribution of the vater over the entire 
sample without disturbing the seeds in the soil. The emergence 
counts were continued for 73 days. All seedlings, when properly 
identified, were removed from the plot with tweezers. 
RESULTS 
Descr.iption of Areas 
The 22 habitats from which soil samples were taken were classi-
fied into the following six groups according to the type of vegeta-
tion, degree of slope, or surface treatment of soils 
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1. Hillside areas 4. Denuded areas 
2. Revagatation areas 5. Lowland areas 
3. Short grass areas 6. Waste areas 
Hi lls i de Areas 
These areas which include (l) eroded ~s-ture hillside, (2) steep 
pastur e hillside, (3) rocky pasture hillside and (4) little bluestam 
areas are common in the littl~ bluastem habitat of the mi xed prairie 
ass ociation. The degree of slope of the areas varied from 7 t o 15 per-
cent and they ware covered with a sparse vegetation of side-oats 
grama, little bluastam and other grasses and £orbs compris i ng a basal 
cover of 2 to 17 percent. The soil was shallow and contained varying 
amounts of rocks and coarse gravel at or near the surface. Ordi narily, 
t herefore, the s~rse vegetation was rooted in light colored, ~r-
t ially disintegrated rocks with only a thin layer of soi l or local 
areas over the surface. The steepness of slope limited the produc-
tion of vegetation and reduced the rate of soil formation so that 
it bar ely equalled that annually eroded from the area. Vary few 
remnants of flower stalks of either grasses or £orbs were found, es-
pecially on the more eroded hillside areas. 
Revagatation Areas 
Samples ware taken from three revegetation areas on land that 
had been retired from cultivation due to a:xoassiva slops of 5 per-
cent or more. Two of these areas were allowed to reseed naturally 
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while the third area was retired from cultivation several years be-
fore and artificially reseeded mostly to blue grama. Ona of the 
naturally reseeded areas was burned in the spring of 1945 but both 
area.a ware similar in all other respects. Burning resulted in remov-
ing the debris and surface organic accumulation and in killing many 
of the crowns of grasses. A season's growth, however, was made 
a fter the burning before the samples ware collected. The soil was 
r elatively deep with considerably more organic matter than on the 
hillside areas. 
The unburned and burned areas of native vegetation ware similar 
in composition with sand dropseed being t he most dominant species. 
The basal cover of all vegetation in these areas was about 10 to 15 
percent and comprised many of the plants of the early native grass 
and weed stage (Weaver and Albertson, 1944). 
A periphera 1 influx of species of the late grass stage occurred 
from the adjoining short grass pastures but usually it was limited 
to the outer one hundred yards of each area. 
The reseeded revegetation areas had been artificially planted 
to buffalo grass and blue grama grass at rate of 10 to 12 pounds of 
seed per acre. It had a basal cover of 10-15 percent when the samples 
of soil were collected. 
Denuded Areas 
The four areas classed in this group are (l) pasture corner, 
(2) barren lagoon, (3) dirt drift and (4) cultivated field area. All 
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were nearly void of vegetation. The dirt drift contained the great-
est number of plant remnants but even here not over one percent of 
the ground was covered with various species of the weedy annual vege-
tation. Generally, the areas were on slopes of two percent or less 
and the soils had little structure due to frequent disturbances. 
Sh ort Grass Areas - --------
This group is composed of the (l) short grass, (2) overgrazed 
short grass, (3) pasture fence row and (4) rotationa l ly grazed areas. 
Th e vegetative cover of 80 to 90 percent, dominated by buffalo and 
blue grama grasses, vas uniform in all areas except the overgrazed 
pasture. In this area the cover was reduced to 30 to 40 percent wi'th 
a large group of weedy grasses and other weeds growing in the open 
areas. The soils in this group were deep with a fairly mature pro-
f i le and high in organic matter except in the overgrazed pasture. 
This area contained very little plant debris on the surface of the 
soil. 
Lowland ,Areas 
The lowland areas were found (1) on creek bank, (2) in a tall 
grass p:,.sture, and (3) in a meadow. The vegetation was usually of 
a tall nature but varied greatly in species. Many weeds were found 
on the creek bank and in the meadow areas due to the disturbances 
f rom overflow and sedimentation. The cover was greatest in the tall 
gras s p!lsture with about 70 to 72 percent cover. (The relatively 
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high percentage of cover in this area was due, primarily, to the 
understory of buffalo grass v.hich was present because of grazing in 
i:ast years .) The creek bank had 30 to 40 percent cover and the 
meadow about 50 percent cover. In comi:arison to the other two areas, 
the creek bank area produced many species of shade enduring plants. 
The slope was qui ta uniform in a.11 areas except the creek bank 
which was greater than the other by about 5 percent. 
Waste Areas 
This group consisted of (1) highway ditch, (2) railroad right-
of-way, and (3) a weedy waste area. The slopes of all areas was 
about 2.5 percent with an average of approximately 20 percent cover. 
Th e soil was subject to frequent disturbances, such as burning, 
grazing, mowing, etc. Many weedy species of gra es and £orbs were 
introduced in some of these areas by freight cars and foreign debris . 
Emergence of Grasses and Forbs 
During the seventy-three day study a tota 1 of 18,539 plants 
emerged from the 66 square feet of sampling. Of this number., 10,285 
plants or 55 percent were grasses comprising 20 species, and 8,254 
plants or 45 percent were forbs of 48 species. This gave an average 
of 280 plants per square foot, 155 of which were grasses and 125 were 




RESULTS OF GERMINATION OF GRASSES AND FORBS FROI\11 ALL SAMPLES OF SOIL 
TAKEN FRCM 22 HA.BITATS .. . 
Total Percent Avg. No. of Plants Number of 
Plants of Total per Square Foot Species 
Grasses 10 .,285 5'5 155 20 
Forbs 8.,254 45 125 48 
Total 18., 539 100 280 68 
The grasses that emerged from the samplings were divided as 
follows into two groups. Ona group included the species of grass 
that are of a weedy nature and are seldom found in great numbers in 
climax vegetation. In the second group were placed those grasses 
that are a definite part of stabilized cover. 
Scientific Name 














Beute loua curtipendula 
Bouteloua gracilis 
Buchloe dactyloides 















Western wheat grass 
Big bluestem 
Triple awn grass 
Side oats grama grass 
Blue grama grass 
Buffa lo grass 
Canada wild rye grass 





The grouping or plants was based primarily on their place in 
plant succession and their relative abundance in denuded areas. Sand 
dr ops eed and windmill grass. both perennials. were placed wi th the 
weedy s pecies because they usually appear early in disturbed areas. 
All oth er species in the weedy class are annuals • .All plants i n the 
non-weedy class are ~rennials except t he six week's fe scue. It was 
plac ed i n the non-weedy group due to the fact that it is commonly f ound 
a s an inters titial species i n t he shor t grass disc limax (Weave r and 
Albertson, 1944). 
A total of 9 weedy and 11 non-weedy species of gras s es emerged 
from the samples of soil collected. In no case, h owever. v.as there 
a species of grass that appea r ed in all of the 22 habi tats (Fi gure 1) . 
.... , .., ~/ t ~ii l (; !::v if bi; lf° (I § • l ' · J' ;;-,i ii bi , ., ., .,. ., 11 Z 6 ., e ,l' b"-SPECIES ;Jill /1 ll ~ffl~1ltill ~~:.: ~l._~,J;j~{]Jf //_ih~i·¼.tiJ~ 
Bromus 
tectorum 62 340 I 61 44 i 514 
Ch~1Acllloto I 33( 2 I I 2 8 30 391 
Ec~~tffl I 3 9 I " E,oc~r~~1• I 2 15 2 9 I 30 H°t,tWum I 151 I 17 530 I 4 611 
Pa~lgpmore I 4 2 67 I 4 I 13 2 9 I 5 5 11 5 
Sef,)T'/ll,1, 30 '149 10 I I 54 245 
Sporobolus 
I 959 29!5793 cryptondrus 147 4 61 31 2 I 11 7 95 7 II 410 152 n2 
Sp~i\>:b~~s 7 118 I 3 18( 28 337 
Sub tn101 64 184 161 1?4 .. ,, .. " .. 5?1 I s 
AQ~~r,hll ' I I 2 " 21 Ant:~?~~ 10 I II 22 
Arlstldo 
lonQiaelo 9 I I II 
~~~\Tt~ndulo 5 I 2 19 27 
HOuJfci~H?s I 3 30 I "' 
&,cJ1~gf,loldes 1 7 3 10 7 3 = 38 Elymus 
23 I' conodensls II 4 I " 67 Futuco octofloro 3! 35 Mu~i-r.=~ 19 19 
Poo 
cwldo I I 
S~us 1 8 
14 ~ _,.,., f 4 I 4! '91 ,, s• ?< e " 26 . TOTALS 10 136 18862n' 161 I"< 69 " I 10 "" 2 5 26 50 940 ., II 0 34 52§ 242:!'. - ~ 
FIGURE 1. NUMBER OF EAC H SP.EP IES OF GRASS THAT EMERGED 
FRCM EA.C H OF THE 22 HABIT.ATS. 
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Grass seedlings failed to emerge from the cultivated field due, 
possibly, to a practice of clean cultivation. The samples of soil 
taken from the mixed grass and rocky pasture areas failed to produce 
seedlings of the weedy species. This is in agreement with the sparse-
nes s of weedy species in these areas. 
Seedlings of weedy species emerged in great numbers, producing 
33 times as many plants as did the non-weedy group. They also ap-
pear ed in greatest abundance where the cover of vegetation was most 
open. The weedy species produced 97 percent (9,984) of the seedlings., 
of which 7•727 were sand dropseed. Other species most frequently 
f ound in half or less of the sampled areas were ticklegrass, windmill 
grass, little barley and downy broma grass. 
Species of weedy grasses that appeared in fewer numbers and 
habi tats ware barnyard grass and stink grass wh.ic produced 44 plants. 
The plants of the weedy group found in the least number of habitats 
we r e small dropseed, green foxtail, stink grass., and downy brome 
grass. Ea.oh appeared in 6 habitats. 
The largest number of grass seedlings produced in a single 
sample was in the burned revegetation area where 6,205 seedlings of 
four species emerged. Of this number 5,793 were sand dropseed., the 
largest number of plants from a single species of either grasses or 
forbs from a single habitat. On the unburned revegetation area, only 
959 seedlings emerged. These data indicate that burning sometimes stimu-
lates seed production. Both areas were similar in type of soil, degree 
of slope, and vegetative cQnposition. 
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Much interest has bean shown as to wny sand dropseed is nearly 
always found in broken down areas. .Part of the explanation may lie 
in the fact that the rate of germination of the seeds of t his species 
is normally 44 percent and that an increase of as much as 18 percent 
occurs in hand picked seeds after the seeds have rassed through the 
digestive tract of a jackrabbit and that under certain conditions as 
much as 12.75 pounds per acre of this seed are deposited on revageta-
tion land in a single season by the jackrabbit (Brown, 1947). 
It is estimated that a single closed i;:anicle of sand .dropseed 
may produce as many as 10,000 mature seeds with average germination 
of 30 percent or higher (Vfflavar and Hansen, 1939) . The above fig-
ures give some explanation as to vhy seeds of this species are so 
abundant in denuded areas or areas of broken cover. Howe ver, the 
jackrabbit is not the only species of animal life at aids in seed 
dispersal of both grasses and forbs. Brown (1947) stated that 
ground squirrels, various species of mic e, p:tck rats, and birds 
exe'rt their influence in normal seed distribution. It is obvious 
that man and other animals also aid in this process. Thus, it is 
evident that seed produced in such enormous numbers as in the sand 
dropseed may be carried to a considerable distance from the i;:arent 
plant and deposited in open areas thereby accounting for the wide 
dispersal of this species. In the past, this species has been under-
estimat ed as to its revegetational qualities. However, in view of 
the fact that it enters a.n area early and produces substantial cove r 
but rapidly declines in abundance upon the return of the disclimax 
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short grasses, it deserves more consideration in the program of 
revegetation especially in areas vhere a cover is difficult to ob-
tain. 
The eleven species of non-weedy grasses comprised 301 plants 
or 3 percent of the total grasses (Figure l). Buffalo grass and can-
ada wild rye grass were most abundant appearing in 7 and 6 habitats, 
res pectively, with a total of 105 seedlings. This is 34.8 percent of 
all the non-weedy grasses. Plains blue grass, marsh muhly, and six 
week's fescue each appeared in one habitat. Areas failing to produce 
see dlings of non-weedy grasses were those of considerable disturbance 
due to excessive slope or surface treatment. A limited number of 
seed lings was produced on the little bluestem, rocky ]?asture hi 11-
side, and steep :r;:asture hillside areas. A total of 53 seedlings of 
the non-weedy group emerged from the overgrazed ]?asture area consist-
ing of triple awn grass, blue grama grass, buffalo grass, and western 
wheat grass. 
Mos t of the non-weedy species of grasses extend their cover by 
the growth of stolons or rhizomes, hence, they are not dependent upon 
the production and dissemination of seeds as are the weedy grasses. 
Webb (1941) found that in one season, a single buffalo grass plant 
may produce a vegetative cover varying from o.5 to 43 square feet in 
area. The non-weedy grasses also have batter developed root systems 
than do those of a weedy nature. This enables them better to survive 
adverse climatic conditions and root competition. 
Areas that produced the largest variety of non-weedy species 
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were those of lea.st disturbance, such as meadow, short grass areas, 
and tall grass areas. There is indication that overgrazing for a 
short period stimulated production of seed of the non-weedy grasses, 
as attested to by the fact that 53 plants of 4 species were produced 
on this area alone, as compared to 22 seedlings of 2 species on the 
ungrazad pasture fence row area. 
Number of seedlings of non-weedy grasses in order of abundance 
were canada wild rye, 67; buffalo grass, 38; blue grama, 35; six 
week's fescue, 35; and side-oats grama grass, 27. 
The presence of weedy species fluctuates in a given area from 
year to year depending upon the factors causing the breakdown of the 
di sclimax cover, hence, the largest number of species usually is 
found in areas which have revegetated naturally in the course of plant 
succession. Recently disturbed areas have fewer s pecies but usually 
a greater number of each species, the number of plants per species 
decreasing as the area develops from the subsere stage. 
HElbitats of the railroad right-of-way and the high~y ditch pro-
duced a large number of species due to the spreading of plants and 
seeds by the road maintenance equipnent, automobiles, and foreign 
debris from freight cars and trucks. 
C omp:trative results of the emergence by species and number of 
each during each 5-day p:iriod throughout the study are given in 
Figure 2. The data were obtained by totaling the daily counts of 
each species for the days in each 5-day p:3riod as was recorded on 
the daily emergence work sheet. 
Emergence of the weedy grass plants was greatest during the 
second 5-day period of study. In the non-weedy grasses., however., 
most rapid emergence did not occur until the fourth 5-day period. 
./!! Feb . Feb. Feb. Feb.2~ Mor. Mor. Mor. Mor. Mor. Apr. Apr. Apr. Apr. 
WEEDY SPECIES g 6-11 12-11 18-23 Mor. I 2-7 8-12 14- 19 2"""" 26-31 1-5 6 -11 12-11 18-2( TOTAL 
Bromus tectorum 56 124 108 74 41 3( II 22 9 24 9 4 2 514 
Chloris vertlci lloto 64 221 33 18 2 If 7 2 2 I I 391 
Echinochloo crusqolli 3 2 2 2 3 2 14 
Erogrostls clllonensls 2 B 9 3 2 ( I I 30 
Hordeum puslllum 5~ 110 81 118 35 34 31 3• 17 4• 31 18 4 61 1 
Ponlcum coplllore 8 50 15 3 8 13 3 7 2 6 5 115 
Setorlo viridis 8 146 313 7 5 15 5 6 10 2 '3 24~ 
Sporobolus cryptondrus 2822 2688 680 476 284 2~ 138 229 80 42 45 16 7727 
Sporobolus neg_lectus 43 30 110 45 25 22 31 8 7 6 7 3 337 
SUB TOTAL 118 3317 3216 1040 627 431 330 224 286 165 102 8 2 26998 4 
NON WEEDY SPECIES 
Agropyron smithii 2 6 3 3 3 2 I I 2) 
Andropogon furcotus 5 I 3 3 4 a I I I I 22 
Arls1 1do I ongiseta I 7 I I I 11 
Boutelaua curtipendula 7 4 2 5 3 5 I 27 
Bouteloua gracl Ii s 3 13 10 8 I 35 
Buch loe dactylaides 2 2 6 5 9 8 3 3 38 
Elymus canadensis 7 2 7 5 6 13 9 I 7 5 4 I 67 
Fe stuca octoflora 8 8 10 3 2 I I I I 35 
Muhlenbergla racemosa 3 8 I 3 3 I 19 
Poo orldo I I 
·S DOrObol US ospe r 10 2 I 5 4 2 I 25 
SUB TOTAL 0 27 17 57 2 1 18 4 7 42 23 25 10 7 7 301 
TOTAL 118 3344 3233 1097 648 449 377 286 309 190 112 89 3~ 10,285 
FIGURE 2. TOTAL NUMBER OF EACH SPECIES OF GRASS THAT FXERGED 
DURING THE 73-DAY STUDY TABULATED IN 5-DAY PERIODS. 
The weedy species that emerged during the first 5-day pe r iod 
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were downy brome grass ., little barley., and green foxtail producing a 
total of 118 plants . Four additional species., windmill grass., tickle-
gras~, sand dropseed., and small dropseed emerged during the second 
5-day period to produce a maximum emergence peak of 3.,317 plants. A 
tota l of 3.,216 plants emerged during the third 5-day period. .After 
this period a rapid decline in numbers occurred with each successive 
period. Only 26 plants of 5 species emerged during the last period. 
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Sand dropseed produced 2,822 plants during the seoond 5-days 
of study thus exerting considerable influence upon the early emer-
gence peak of the weedy grasses. Species of minor importance such as 
barnyar d grass and stink grass did not appear until the fourth and 
fif t h 5-day periods producing relatively fewer plants and in only a 
f ew of the habitats sampled. 
Downy brome and little barley were the only species of either 
the weedy or non-weedy grasses that emerged in each of the 5-day 
l 
peri ods throughout the study. 
A total of 6,651 weedy grasses emerged during the first 15 days 
of the study to only 44 of the non-weedy s pecies. Of the 9,984 weedy 
grasses that emerged during the period of study 7,691 plants appeared 
in the first 20 days as comp:i.red to 101 plants 0£ the non-weedy group. 
During the emergence peaks of both gr oups of grasses, the weedy 
s pecies produced about 58 times as many seedlings ~s did the non-
weedy group. An average of nearly 137 plants per day for each of 
the 73 days emerged from the weedy species as com:i;ared to 4.l pla nts 
par day for the non-weedy grasses. 
The weedy grasses had reached their emergence peak and were on 
a rapid decline in numbers before the emergence peak of the non-weedy 
grasses was reached. In addition to the early germination of t he 
weedy species, their emergence period was distributed over a greater 
number of days than was that of the non-weedy species. 
The species of non-weedy grasses that emerged during the second 
5-day period were western wheat, triple-awn, side-oats, buffalo grass, 
19 
oanada Wild rye, and six week's fescue. other species of this group 
that emerged late in the study a.re blue grama and plains blue grass. 
The general characteristics pertaining to germination and emer-











Emerged early in the study. 
&erged in greater numbers. 
Maximum emergence in the 
second 5-day period. 
Rapid decline in numbers 
after maximum emergence peak. 
Emergence individual species was 
uniform after maximum emergence 
peak. 
Scattered emergence occurred at the 
close of the study of 5 species 
producing 26 plants. 
Depends on seed production for 
its existence. 
Life eye le com plated in a short 
period. 
Usually an absence of stolons, 











Emerged late in the study. 
mnerged in fewer numbers. 
Maximum emergence in the 
fourth 5-day period. 
Gradual decline in numbers 
after maximum emergence peak. 
:Emergence individual species 
was erratic after maximum 
emargenc a peak. 
Scattered emergence occurred at 
close of the study of 7 species 
producing 7 plants. 
Not dependent on seed pro-
duction for its existence. 
Life cycle completed in a 
longer period. 
Usually a presence of stolons, 
tillering, or rhizomes. 
Weedy grasses not only emerged from more habitats, but produced 
more plants per square foot than did the non-weedy grasses. The 
species that appeared in the greatest number of habitats ware sand 
dropseed, t i cklegrass, v.tindmill grass, little barley, and downy brome 
grass, each appearing in 6 to 17 habitats producing a total of each . 
species ranging from 14 to 7,727 plants (Table II). 
Seventy-five percent of all the grasses was produced by sand 
dropseed averaging 151.5 plants per square foot .based on areas fr~ 
which it emerged. 'Other species of weedy grasses produced from 0.2 to 
5.9 percent of the total grasses with averages of the total of each 
species ranging from 1.2 to 29.l plants Jar square foot from areas in 
20 
which they emerged. 
The weedy grasses produced about 96.6 percent of all the grasses 
and averaged 151.3 plants per square foot based on a total of 66 
square feet sampled. 
TABLE II 
,1.BUND.ANCE OF SEEDLINGS OF EACH SJ:'&;IES OF WEEDY AND 
NON-WEEDY GRASSES 
Number Total Percent ~vg. No. '.Plants 
of of Each of par Sq. Ft. in 
Habitats Species Total Habitats where Found 
WEEDY Sl'reIESi 
Bromus tectorum 6 514 4.9* 28.6'li' 
Chloris verticillata 9 391 3.8 14.4 
Eohinochioa crusgaIIi 4 14 0.2 1.2 
Eragrostis cilianensis 6 30 0.3 1.7 
Hordeum pusi llum 7 611 5.9 29.l 
Panic um capi llare 13 115 1.1 2.9 
Setaria viridis 6 245 2.3 13.6 
Sporobolus cryptandrus 17 7,727 75.0 151.5 
Sporobolus negleotus 6 337 3.2 18.8 
NON-WEEDY SPE£IES: 
Agropyron smithii 5 21 0.2 1.4 
Andropogon furcatus 3 22 0.3 1.8 
Aristida longisata 3 u 0.1 1.2 
Bouteloua ourtipendula 4 27 0.3 2.3 
Bouteioua graciiis 4 35 0.4 2.9 
Buchloe aactyloides 7 38 0.4 1.8 
Elymus oanadensis 6 67 0.7 3.7 
Festuca octofiora l 35 0.4 11.7 
Muhlenbergia raoemosa l 19 0.2 6.3 
.Poa arida l l 0.1 0.3 
Sporo'Soius a spar 3 25 0.3 4.2 
;jc Decimals are approximate 
The non-weedy grasses emerged from 1 to 7 habitats each, producing 
only 3.4 percent of all the grasses with totals for each species 
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ranging from l to 67 plants. The largest percent of total grass 
plants produced by the non-weedy species was canada. wild rye with 0.7 
percent of total grasses, averaging 3. 7 plants per square foot of 
sampling. Buffalo grass produced 0.4 percent of total grasses, averag-
ing 1.8 plants per square foot of sampling based on 3 square feet per 
habitat from which it emerged. Other grasses of this group that pro-
duc ed fewer plants per square foot are as follows, blue grama grass, 
2.9; six week's fescue, 11.7; side-oats grama grass, 2.3 plants. 
The number of each of the non-weedy species ranged from o.l to 
0 .7 percent of the total grasses that grew fran all plots. On the 
basis of 66 square feet that were sampled, the non-weedy species 
averaged 4.7 plants per square foot of sampling. 
Forbs 
The forbs that emerged from the samples were grouped into 
(1) weedy annuals, (2) non-weedy annuals and perennials, and (3) mis-
cel laneous forbs. The first group includes those forbs that occupy 
open spaces in the broken-down prairie; those forbs that are commonly 
found in the native prairies were placed in the second group; and, 
the third group includes cultivated forbs and grass-like plants such 
as Juncus and Carex. The plants classified in each of the groups are 
listed as follows under the scientific and common names. 














Kochia sc o~ria 
iactuca canadensis 
1.appu la occident a lis 
Lepidium densiflorum 
































Ru ssi an thistle 






















Wild four o'clock 
Western ragweed 
Texas sandwort 





Fa lsa bones et 
Chalk lily 
Yellow wood sorrel 
Wild alfalfa 
Tall dock 
I.Janee leafed sage 





Juncu s spp. 
Medicagosativa 
Meli lotus alba 




'White sweet clover 
There were 52 forb s~edlings that failed to make sufficient 
gr owth to be identified. 
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The forbs., as shown in Table I., tot.a led 8 .,254 plants or 45 per-
cent of all that emerged from the samplings. Of this number., 7.,747 
~ere of the weedy annual group consisting of 26 species and constitut -
ing 94 percent of all the forbs that emerged. 
The, stioktight was the only species of either grasses or forbs 
that emerged from each of the 22 habitats (Figure 3). It produced 
l ,O92 plants comprisi~g 13 percent of a 11 the forbs. This species was 
most abundant in the revegetation and denuded ?1Sture areas and it was 
least abundant in the undisturbed ?1sture fence row and eroded hill-
side areas . The stick.tight is so adapted for dispersal that almost 
any animal., wild or domesticated, will aid in its distribution. This 
may account for its presence in all of the samplings where it awaite d 
an opportunity to emerge from a broken cover or from areas that have 
otherwise been disturbed. The cheese mallo~, carpet weed., Croton., 
maple leafed goosefoot., and giant ragweed appeared in one habitat each 
and produced very few plants. The poverty weed appeared in very few 
habitats but emerged in great numbers where found. Other species that 
emerge.a from the greater number of habitats are pigweeds., mat spurge., 
and pepper grass. 
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TOTAL FORBS AND GRASS -LI KE PLANTS THAT EMERGED 
FRCM EA.CH HABITAT SA;r\K PLED. 
24 
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The non-weedy annual and perennial forbs consisted of 17 species 
producing 254 plants or 3 percent of all the forbs (Figure 3). These 
species emerged in relatively few habitats in numbers, ranging from 
l to 87 plants per species from l to 5 habitats. The species that 
appeared in greatest numbers of this group was hoary verbena • .& total 
of 87 plants emerged from two habitats~ Te:xas sandwort appeared in 
the most habitats of the various hillside areas but only a few in num-
ber. Areas that produced only one species were the meadow, eroded 
pisture hillside, and creek-bank areas. No forb seedlings of tliis 
group emerged from _ the cultivated field, dirt drift, weedy waste, de-
nuded, and overgrazed pasture areas. 
The miscellaneous forbs (and grass-like plants) produced 4 
species comprising 201 plants in addition to the 52 unknown forb 
plants . This was 3 percent of all the forbs Figure 3). Species of 
the grass-like Juncus and Carex produced a total of 8 plants and ap-- ' 
peared in relatively few habitats. The unkno'Wll forbs could not be 
identified due to early death or delayed germination and growth. 
Figure 4 gives the number of each species of forbs that appear ed 
in each of the 5-day periods throughout the study. The 13 species of 
weedy annual forbs that were found during the first 5-day peried pro-
duc ed a peak emergence of 3,336 plants after v.hich a rapid dee line 
occurred wi 'th· only a fe-w plants emerging at the close of the study. 
With a few exceptions, the majority of this group of £orbs emerged in 
some numbers in each of the 5-day periods. Like the weedy grasses, 
the weedy annual forbs germinated early and in great numbers from dis-
turbed areas. 
• Non WetCly Annual Feb, 1~1>? l~!i3 Mt7 Mar, Mor, f6-2 Mor. ~P§ ?-i1 (Wi7 :l?.eotr~~ a Puenn lol Forbs 6 · 11 8·13_ 14· 19 2&-31 
I I I I 4 ·-·--·- -·"- ····· . I 
Arenorla tuona 4 I 2 I I I I II 
:t:.hltlrlNll· ---·· 
Oroba coroHnlono 8 13 4 ·- I 2 28 
010...-w. "r0Uf1ro ' I I I II Echlnoc:eo onn.,sHWlo I 2 I 4 
H1llonthllsmm:lmlllonl 2 I I 2 I I 2 10 
l<.uhnlo lutlnoso ' I I ' I 7 Mtntntlo deeo-tolo 8 6 I 2 I 18 
Otolis strlcto 14 17 3 2 2 I I 2 4 2 
PsonilltO *1ulllora 2 I 3 2 I I 10 
Rumn otUsslmus I I 2 
SoMalonc.oloto I 3 I I I 7 
S~ularioperfolioto 2 I I 4 , 
Tholo cllo I I 2 
Verbena slrlclo . 3' 32 9 7 2 3 87 
Sub Total II 73 7 5 20 13 9 18 9 10 5 4 4 3 254 
Annual Forbs 
Arooranth.ts bllto6d11 51 41 20 16 10 9 • 7 ' 6 2 I I 179 Arnaronftusnradzans 207 183 64 ' 23 17 8 3 ' 3 I I I 513 AmofOl'lttustwtfdlD:US 708 603 '"'3 193 176 ·167 14 5 94 16 10 12 7 3 2397 
Ambrosia trlfido 4 I 5 
Cop:sello bursJnrwtnrls ! 31 3l 33 12 7 6 4 3 2 I I 137 
Chenopod,um album 212 16 15 9 ' 3 3 I 4 I 267 Chenopodium hybrl«bn 2 I I 4 
Croton tuensls 2 2 
Oyssodlo pdpposa 2 Euphor-bio ___ 
149 283 80 40 40 3 1 34 35 28 2 1 22 15 5 78 3 
Euptabla morQlnoto I I I I · 4 
HellonthJS CWNIUUS V 31 7 3 . 4 I I I 6 I 3 BB 
Koctlla s~,10 12 4 2 2 2 I I 24 
1 .... . ....... ---
__ , on ., " 2 2 5 12 2 3 3 I 301 Loppufa occldentolls 95 363 2 18 13 71 4 9 41 37 28 17 15 II 8 1092 
Lepldium denslflorum I 22 29 6 2 I I 2 6 3 2 I I 77 
Malva ne9lecto I I :i 2 7 
Monolepisnuttolllono 1537 13' 10 10 6 6 4 6 6 6 4 2 1733 
Mollunovertlclllato I I -- I 2 I 4 Portulaca olerocea I I So lsolo nastlfer 17 II 4 3 2 I 2 2 I I I I 46 
Solonum nlorum 6 2 I 2 2 2 I 2 I 2 I 22 
So1 onum rostrotum 10 I 2 I I 3 2 3 2 25 
Sophia lnlermedlo 8 3 3 2 3 I 5 5 30 
Xonth lum commune I I 1 · I 4 
Sub Total . 3221 1797 76' 501 32 291 266 2 02 129 73 . 1, 52 22· 7748 
Ml1ctlloneouIForb1 
Corea i nn. 2 2 I I · 
Juncul I nn, 
MtdlCO"O 1011110 22 5 I • ! 6 I 3 I 6 2 52 
Mt111otut olbo 12 7 I 5 I 2 2 I 14 
Unknown forbt 4 I . ' ' ' . ' ' . .. •. Sub Total 149 9 3 13 13 10 II 7 II 2 9 12 3 "" TOTAL 338! 1879 841 53 378 310 295 218 150 B£ 81 68 ····-· 
FIGURE 4. TOTAL EMERGENCE OF EACH SPECIES OF FORBS AND 
GRASS-LIKE PLANTS FOR EACH 5-DAY PERIOD. 
In Table III, the forbs are grouped into weedy annuals, non-
26 
weedy annuals and perennials , and miscellaneous forbs . The number of 
each species of forbs that emerged from the habitat in relation to 
the tota l number of forbs is given. The data are based on the number 
of forb plants that emerged from each sampling. 
Species that occurred in 60 percent or more of the habitats are 
sticktight, wild lettuce, pigweeds, an~ tansy mustard . The largest 
number of individua l plants per species were the pigweed, poverty 
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TABLE III 
,ABUNDANCE OF SEEDLINGS OF EACH SP.E£ IES OF FORBS GROUPED INTO WEEDY AN-
NUALS, NON -WEEDY ANNUALS AND PERENNIALS, AND MISCELLANEOUS FORBS 
Number Total Percent Avg. No. Plants 
of of Each of per Sq. Ft. in 
Habitats Species Total Habitats where 
Found 
WEEDY ANNUAL SPEJJIESs 
,Amaranthus blit oides 10 179 2.1* 6.0-* 
Amaranthus graecizans 11 513 6.1 15.5 
Amaranthus retroflexus 13 2,379 28.8 79.0 
,Ambrosia trifida 1 5 0.1 1.7 
Capse lla bursa pastoris 9 137 1.7 5.1 
Chenopodium album 10 266 3.2 8.9 
Chenopodium hybridum 1 4 0.1 1.3 
Crot on te:x:ensis l 2 Trace 0.1 
Dyssodia ~pposa 1 2 Trace 0.7 
Euphorbia marginata 3 4 0.1 0.3 
Euphorbia glyptosperma 16 783 9.5 16.3 
He lianthus annuus 7 88 1.0 4.2 
Kochia sc oparia 4 24 0.3 2.0 
tactuca canadensis 15 301 3.6 6.7 
Lappu la occidentaiis 22 1,092 13.3 16.8 
Lepid ium densiflorum 9 77 0.9 2.9 
Malva neg lac ta 2 7 0.9 1.2 
Mono lepis nuttalliana 2 1,733 21.0 288.8 
Mollug o verticillata l l Trace 0.3 
Folygonum ramosissimum 2 4 0.1 o.7 
~ortu laca oleracea 1 l Trace o.3 
Salsola pestifer 8 46 0.6 1. 9 
Solanum nigrum 3 22 0.2 2.4 
Solanum rostratum 5 ' 25 0.3 1.7 
So:Ehia intermedia 11 30 0.4 0.2 
Xanthium commune 2 4 0.1 0.7 
NON-WEEDY ANNUALS AND PEREJ.11NI,AL FORBS s 
Allionia nyctaginea 2 4 0.1 0.7 
Ambrosia psi lostachya 3 6 0.1 0.1 
Aran.aria texana 5 11 0.1 0.7 
Cheirinia aspera 1 l Trace 0.3 
Draba caroliniana l 28 0.3 9.3 
Diaperia prolifera l 11 0.1 3.6 
Eohinacea angustifolia 2 4 0.1 o.7 
Halianthus maximiliani 3 10 0.1 1.1 
Kuhnia glutinosa l 7 O.l 2.3 
(CONT'D) 
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TABLE III (CONT'D) 
.ABUNDANCE OF SEEDLINGS OF EACH Sl'EX;IES OF FORBS GROUPED INTO 'WEEDY AN-




NON -WEEDY ANNUAI.S AND PERENNIAL 
Mantzalia decapetala l 
Oxalis stricta 3 
Psora lea tenuiflora 3 
Rumex altissimus 2 
Sa lvia lanceoiata 2 
Spacula.ria _p3rfoliate. 2 
Thelesperma gracile 2 
Verbena stricta 3 
MISCELLANEOUS FORBS , 
Carex spp. 3 
Juricu'sspp. 1 
Me dicagosativa 2 
Ma li lotus a lba l 
Unknown fo~ 9 
·* Decimals are approximate 
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weed, and the sticktight. In a few cases, high individual numbers oc-
curred in one or relatively few habitats, such as the poverty weed. 
It produc ed 1,733 plants averaging 288.8 plants per square foot of 
sampling in the 2 habitats from which it emerged. 
In Figure 5, lines A and C give the number of non-weedy species 
of grasses and forbs that emerged during each of the 5-day periods . 
In each of these gr oups the seedlings emerged very slowly and in few 
numbers . The non-weedy grasses reached an emergence peak 20 days 
after the study had begun. The non-weedy forbs produced an emergence 
peak in the third 5-day period of study. 
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Lines Band D show the rat e of emergence of the weedy species of 
both grasses and forbs . The seedlings of these groups emerged read-
ily and in great numbers reaching an emergence peak during the second 
and first 5-day period s respectively for the grasses and forbs . In 
each of these groups a rapid decline in the numbers of seedlings that 
emerge d occurred after the emergence peak was attained . The weedy 
£orbs produced 43 times as many plants at their emergence peak as did 
the non-weedy species . The non-weedy plants., however., produced a 
more uniform curve than did the weedy groups . 
: /;'/~l///,f/~ HI l it~,~,. 
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FIGURE 5. A GRAHIIC ILUJSTRATION AND COMPARISON OF EMERGENCE 
OF THE WEEDY AND NON-WEEDY S:PEX!IES OF GRASSES AND FORBS FOR EACH 
5 -DAY .PERI OD 
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Samples of top surface soil were taken l square foot in area 
and 0.5 inch in depth from 3 samplings in each of the 22 habitats 
in Ellis County, Kansas. The areas sampled were selected to be 
representative of each habitat. The debris and coarse remnants of 
vegetation were removed from the suri'ace of the soil prior to sampling. 
Each sample was measured, sliced, placed in a se~rate ~per contain-
er, labele d, and stored in a cool, protected place until all samples 
were collected . 
Seed beds for each habitat were made to enclose 3 square feet, 
insid e dimensions. Sterile sand was firmly ~eked into each flat to 
form a firm seed bed for each of the samples. 
The soil samples were again measured, sifted through 1/4 inch 
mesh hai l screen to remove debris and coarse gravel. This allowed all 
of the seeds in the sample to ~ss through the screen. The three 
samples of each habitat were then mixed and evenly placed in the 
flats to a uniform thickness similar to the original samples. 
The samples were watered ·by hand to insure uniform watering 
without washing the seeds out of the flat. On February 6, 1946, the 
emergence study was started and was continued for 73 consecutive days. 
·The seedlings, as they emerged, were classified daily and the 
number of each species in each habitat recorded. As each plant was 
identified, it was removed from the flat with tweezers. Where the 
identity was uncertain, the seedlings in question were allowed to 
remain in the soil for later studies. 
The peak of emergence for the weedy grasses occurred during 
the second 5-day period with 3,317 seedlings. Weedy annual £orbs 
attained their emergenc~ peak with 3,226 plants during the first 
per iod of study. 
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The non-weedy grasses reached an emergence peak 20 days after 
the study was begun. The non-weedy forbs reached their peak of only 
75 plants during the third 5-day period. 
Of the 18,539 plants that emerged, 55 percent were grasses and 
45 percent were forbs and grass-like plants. This total is an aver-
age of 280 plants per square foot sampled. 
The 20 species of grass produced a total of 10,285 grass seed-
ling s of which 97 percent were weedy and 3 percent were non-weedy 
species. 
Of the 81 254 forb seedlings that eme gad, 94 percent, or 7,747 
plants were weedy annuals and perennial £orbs; 3 percent, or 254 
pla nts were non-weedy forbs. The miscellaneous £orbs (and grass-
like plants) produced 3 percent or 253 plants. 
Forty-eight species and 52 unknown £orb plants emerged of which 
26 were weedy, and 17 species were of non-weedy nature. The miscel-
laneous £orbs included 4 species and the unidentified forb plants. 
The sticktight was the only species to appear in each of the 22 
habitats. The seedlings of sand dropseed were the ~ost commonly found 
of the grasses and they emerged from 17 of the 22 habitats. 
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Species of weedy grasses and forbs were more widely dispersed 
than those of non-weedy species. This was especially true where the 
cover of vegetation had been disturbed. The weedy species are depen-
dent upon seed production for their survival whereas the non-weedy 
species, in most cases, have other vegetative means for reproduction. 
Burning evidently stimulated seed production of the sand drop-
seed . 
The smallest number of forbs was produced on the eroded pasture 
hillside. The grasses were least abundant in the mixed grass or 
little bluestem area. Very little viable seed was produced on these 
area s during the 1945 season. The railroad right-of-way and high-way 
ditch produced the greater variety of species. 
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of Agriculture, vol. LX, no. 243, June 1941). 
Drawings of some grass and forb seed lings comm on in 
Kansas as identified by their vegetative cha racters. 
11 . Grea t Plains Committee. The Future of the Great :Plains. Wash -
ington, Government Printing Office, 1937 . l94p. 
General report of the Committee on existing cond i tions 
in the Great Plains area during t h e drought. 
12 . Has e , C. L. 11The Effect of Clipping and Wead Competition Upon 
the Spread of Pasture Seed lings. ' (Transactions of the 
Kans as Academy of Science. I.e.wrence, Th e World C ompa.ny, 
Pr i nt ers, 1941, v ol. 44, pp. 104-115). 
The effect of various treatments on spread of p:isture 
gr ass seed li ngs. 
13 . Hi t chcock, A. S. Manual of the Grasses of t he United States. 
Washi ng t on, Government ..Pr inting Office, l93Q. l040p. 
(United States Department of Agriculture Miscellaneous 
Publication no. 200., February 1935). 
A complete authorative source of information on the 
grasses of the United States, especially those found in the 
Grea.t Plains area. 
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14. Hopkins., Harold H. "Variations in Growth of Sida Oats Grama 
Grass at Hays, Kansas from Seed Produced in Various Torts of 
the Great Plains Region. u (Transactions of the Kansa.s 
Academy of Science. Lawrence., The 1Jlfor ld C om:Fany., Printers., 1941, 
vol. 44, pp. 86-95). 
Discussion of the variations of side oats grama grass and 
interesting data on its life cycle as observed at Hays, Kansas. 
15. Riegel, A. "Life History and Habits of Blue Grama." (Trans-
actions of the Kansas Academy of Science. Lawrence, The World 
Company, Printers., 1941, vol. 44., PP• 76-85 ) . 
History and ha bi ts of one of the more important short 
grasses of the Great Plains. A complete s t udy of its habits 
and life eye le. 
16. Robertson., J. H. 11Effect of Frequent Clipping on t he Dave lop-
ment of Certain Grass Seedlings. tt (Plant Fhysiology., vol. 8, 
pp. 425-447., 1933). 
The _study of cli pping on the grass seedlings in comparison 
to other various treatment of grass seedlings. 
17. Rydberg, P. A. Flora of Prairies and Plains of Central North 
America. Lancaster., lencaster Press, Inc., 1932. 969p. 
A flora reference manual of b9th grasses and forbs as 
described by Rydberg. 
18 . Sampson, A. w. Range and Pasture Management. New York and 
London, John Wile y and Sons, ( 0 1923]. 42lp. 
Discussion of plant indicators and their importance i n 
land use capabilities; also, the effects of iasture ma nage -
ment on the vegetat ion. 
19. Savage, D. A. Drought Survival of Native Grass S:p3cies in the 
Central and Southern Great ~lains. Wash i ng ton, Government 
Printing Office, 1937. 54p. (United States Department of 
Agricu lture Technical Bul leti n no. 549, March 1937). 
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Detailed studies of the native grasslands during the drought 
and discussion of the effect and varying cover of vegetation 
in the Great Plains. 
20 . Si lveus, W. A. Texas Grasses. San Antonio, The Author , 1933. 
782p. 
Reference manual, keys and descript i on of grasses . 
21 . Stoddart, L.A. and A. D. Smith. Range Management. New York, 
McGraw-Hi 11 Book C omiany, Inc., 1943 . 547p. 
( 
The value of plant indicators in judging grassland by 
their degree of developnant or degeneration. Also, a thor-
ough treatise of pastureland management and relation to its 
best land use. 
22 . Talbot, M. w. Indicators of Southwestern Range Conditions. Wash-
ington, Government Printing Office, 1937. 35p. (United States 
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Deptrtment of Agriculture Farmers' Bul letin no. 1782, Decem-
ber 1937). 
General discussion of the values of plant indicators in 
the Southwest ern ranges. 
23 . United States Department of Agriculture. Farmers In! Changing 
World. Wash ington, Government Printing Office, [1940]. l215p. 
(Yearbook of Agriculture, 1940). 
Gives a treatment of the changes in the methods of farming 
in the ptst and the new consarvational farming in the future. 
24. Weaver, J. E. and F. W • .Alberts on. "Effects of the Great Drought 
on the Prairies of Iowa, Nebraska, and Kansas . 11 (Ecology, 
vol. 17, pp. 567-639, 1936) . 
25. 
26. 
Detai led study of the drought and its effects on the prair ies 
of western Kansas. 
11Nature and Degree of Recovery 
. 
of Grassland from the Great Drought of 1933 to 1940. n (Ecolo-
gical Monogra:Ehs, vol. 14, pp. 393-479, October 1944). 
A study of the changes in cover and composition of the 
prairie vegetation after a short period of recuperation fol-
lowing a prolonged drought. 
"Res&rvey of Grasses, Forbs, 
and Underground Plant Parts at the End of the Great Drought." 
(Ecological Monographs , vol. 13, PP• 63-117, 1943). 
39 
Detailed study of the various puts of a plant, both above 
and below ground., after a prolonged drought . Also, the changes 
that had occurred since earlier studies of the same areas. 
27. Weaver, J. E. and F. E. Clements. Plant Ecology. New York, 
McGraw-Hill Book Com~ny, Inc., 1929. 520p. 
The use of various species of plants as indicators of 
degre e of develofment or breakdown of certa i n areas. A dis-
cussion of the changes that occur in the actua 1 breakdown 
of an area. 
28. Weaver, J. E. and w. w. Hansen. "Increase of Sporobo lus cryptan-
drus i n Pastures of Eas tern Nebraska. 1 (Ecology., vol. 20., 
29. 
PP• 374-381, 1939). 
Detailed study of the sand dropseed in relation to its 
abundanc e., life habits, during a period of drought . 
Regeneration of Native Mid-
western Pastures Under Protection. Lincoln, University of 
Nebraska Conservation and Survey Division., 194.l. 9lp. 
(Nebraska Conservation Bul letin No. 23., June 1941). 
Contents indicated by title. 
30 . Weaver, J. E. and I. M. Mueller. uRole of Seedlings in Recovery 
of Midwestern Ranges from Drought. 1' (Ecology, vol. 23, no. 3, 
pp. 275-294., July_ 1942 ) . 
A study of soil sampling and emergence data of seedlings 
taken from various soi 1 samples in the Great Plains during 
and at the close of the great drought. 
40 
31. Webb, John J., Jr. "Life History and Habits of Buffa lo Grass. u. 
(Transactions of the Kansas Academy of Science. Lawrence, 
The World Comr:e,ny, Printers, 1941., vol. 44., pp. 58 - 75) . 
Found many va.riations i n g rowth of individual seedlings 
of buffalo grass under different environmenta l conditions. 
A g ood treatment of the life c ycle of the buffalo grass plant . 
32. Wenger, L. E. Buffalo Grass. Topeka., Kansas .Stat e .Print i ng 
:Plant., 1943. 78p. (Kansas Agricultura l Experiment Station 
Bulleti n no. 321., December 1943) . 
